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houses Photography by SAOTA

Located in Geneva and designed by South African 

architecture firm SAOTA, this gorgeous house 

represents the fourth residence for a business man 

who is passionate about architecture and design.

SOW GENEVA //
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With three existing homes that are manifest statements of exciting, 

provocative contemporary architecture, this dramatic design is no exception.  

Sitting upon a striking triangular site with restrictive building parameters, 

SAOTA had to develop a reductive design that is given its sculptural form by 

a conceptual carving of space from a traditional footprint. An exploration of 

the unique African building style combined with the practical necessities of 

a more harsh European climate gives this house an inimitable physical and 

textural presence.

Two distinct forms on either side of a 20 metre wide channel make up this 

structure: the main form of the house and an annex that contains a guest suite. 

The main house is a combination of round-edged cubes and triangular masses 

articulated in an L-shape. A double-volume living area with elegantly curved 

walls to the façade faces the lake, capturing a tranquil view that flows into 

a dining area and kitchen on the ground floor. On the top floor, a lobby, 
the bedrooms and an en suite are kept private while still capitalizing 

on the views. 

Between the two houses are a series of functional rooms running beneath the 

channel: a cinema, a spa, an auditorium and garages lead to the guest annex. 

This space, decorated in the same material palette as the main house, offers 

privacy for visitors, allowing them to have comfortable private time. 

The beaten stainless steel gate and polished stainless steel fence posts visible 

from the street create an effect of understated elegance that immediately 

establishes the character of the house. The main entrance sits between a 

sloped façade and a stone clad wall, and imitates the gate, with a beaten 

stainless steel finish that is effortlessly modern. In contrast, the chandore stone 
of the external feature wall is natural, earthy and rough, giving the house an 

organic, dynamic element. Dark grey alucobond and glass finish the look.

Inside, the living room is a natural congregation space. A black suspended 
flue and fire dish mounted on the floor serves as a central feature around 
which a formal and an informal living space are arranged. Owing to the 

triangular shape of the block and the resulting irregularly shaped living area, 

furniture with organic, rounded shapes softens the area. The two living zones 

achieve continuity by employing different configurations of the same modular 
sofa (the curved Arne sofa) from B&B Italia. Custom-sized organic shaped 
patchwork Nguni rugs were individually designed for both of these areas.

This is a building that revels in the elegance of balance. Careful counterpoints 
give it form: sculptural spaces interact with natural ones; high tech design 

meets stylistic tradition. A bold, emerging African influence is uniquely and 
effectively matched to the subtle, light touch of European style in a dynamic, 

stylish home.
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